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The general idea of the author relies on a set of conditions that prove unrealisable in practice. In its so-called romantic form, authorship refers to the effective communication of an individual’s inner state; an individual that is moreover perceived as unique and capable of speaking directly and relaying life experiences. This presumably traditional (and to many, unviable) conception of the author presupposes control, authority, originality, and self-expression. Needless to say, such an understanding presupposes also the idea of a subject bearing an essence that predates the subject’s insertion in society (Judith Butler, among others, calls this “the metaphysics of substance”). This essentialisable authorial subject has been criticised by both structuralists, who roughly put see the author as determined by a set of structures (chief among them language), and poststructuralists, for whom binaries such as nature and culture are in themselves linguistic constructs. For the latter, the idea of a subject’s stifled or culturally domesticated essence would be nothing but a fantasy, and the said author a myth that could never come true.
For the sake of argument, let us momentarily leave aside these charges and suppose that the assignment of authorship depends upon the realisation of those requirements for control, authority, originality and self-expression, however unattainable they may be. When conditioned upon the aforementioned elements, and especially when collaboration comes into play, authorship becomes something to be earned. The obstacles are many: the possible mismatch between intention and interpretation, the circumstantial lack of control over the work’s form and content, the impossibility of assessing the author’s true self and the uncertain connections between the author’s life and work – all of which are contemplated by Barthes in ‘The death of the author’, and have shaped subsequent approaches. In time, and as a result of these numerous challenges, the traditionally conceived model of what an author should be became uneven ground for the founding of a methodology that could properly account for the complexity of the forces behind the production and reception of cultural artefacts (from creative to social, political and economic forces).
One of the effects of Barthes’s scepticism towards these attributes was the debunking of authorial control with the transference of power from author to reader. But equally transformative of our understanding of authorship was his privileging of process over product – in Barthes’s terms, the emphasis on ‘text’ to the detriment of ‘work’. Following Barthes’s path, I seek to understand film authorship not as a condition to be either reached or missed, but as a journey – thus the idea of performing authorship, of emphasising the dramatic rendition of the struggle to communicate, in a process that values the ephemeral, exterior and erratic aspects of artistic expression. This is of course also in line with poststructuralist approaches, which made obsolete the so-called romantic dreams of timelessness, essence and control. My approach is also in line with the historical turn in auteur studies, which chose to contextualise the author, rather than do away with it. But the notion of performing authorship proposes a different direction. Where poststructuralism defines the author as absent, I emphasise the cinematic author’s presence; and while considerations about the historical circumstances that produce both works and their authors privilege the extrafilmic, I investigate the construction of authors in the film, focusing not on the stylistic and thematic consistency that guided early auteurism, but on the director’s screen appearances and use of voice-over narration. And I should stress that though I find a model for understanding authorial processes in self-inscription, I believe these models explain authorial processes more generally.
The attention to the creative agent’s presence and performance should evidently not come at the price of undermining the communication and the content of a ‘message’. Rather, the highlighting of process, gesture and exteriority aims to problematise the definition of authors in terms of the successful fulfilment of conditions such as control, authority, stability of identity, and the matching of intention and interpretation. But these conditions are not simply pushed aside – they constitute the very fabric of the author’s drama. What I propose is that we privilege the author’s actions over her achievements. The focus on process, in turn, complicates also the understanding that the film’s human source is untraceable, its author reduced to an abstract, mainly constructed, and absent subject. On the contrary, the explanation of authorship in terms of performance fleshes out, thickens the ever-fading figure of the author, without nevertheless resorting to the resuscitation of outmoded models.
The concept of performing authorship inevitably involves a certain amount of self-fictionalisation; performance, as we know, evokes primarily masquerading, acting. The very distinction between author and narrator indicates that the effort to communicate has an ambivalent nature, with the revelation of the artist’s subjectivity proving an insurmountable task, a goal that is at once desirable and unachievable. Self-expression thus constitutes a communicative impulse but also something to be done under a mask; it may become the key to the success of artistic endeavours, but its genuineness is to be cautiously distrusted. In this context, the idea of performance suggests, firstly, an individual’s impulse to hide behind a fictional entity.
Secondly, performance refers to the repetitive, sometimes automatic nature of creative and communicative acts, which evoke the notion of performativity in other spheres of human existence, such as linguistics, sociology, philosophy, and psychoanalysis. Performativity involves a system where repetition would either preclude the manifestation of that which is essential and unique or simply draw attention to the constructed nature of an individual’s ‘essence’. Thirdly, performance describes a conception of identity as fluid, unfinished, in the making, thus offering yet another set of terms with which to understand authorship. Lastly, performance provides us with a model to articulate the benefits of thinking in terms not only of a subject’s expression, but also in terms of a subject’s presence.
So let’s begin with a discussion of performance as masquerade. Authorial processes encompass an economy of revelation and concealment of true emotions and worldviews that may be conscious or involuntary. Wayne Booth’s conception of the implied author pointed precisely to the fact that the work’s manifest ideology could not be taken as that of its creator. In other words, the implied author indicated that the text was not necessarily the expression of the writer’s true self. If on the one hand this figure divorced the producer’s intention from the text’s meaning, on the other it revived the idea that behind every utterance lies an intending addresser. Booths says, ‘This implied author is always distinct from the “real man” – whatever we may take him to be – who creates a superior version of himself, a “second self”, as he creates his work.’​[1]​ This fabricated entity embodies the work’s artistic designs, including decisions concerning the very narrator: the omniscient, partial or multiple perspectives this narrator adopts, whether this perspective is neutral or committed to a certain viewpoint, and so on. 
It follows that the implied author restores unity to the dispersed, untraceable authorial voice – a voice that to structuralists had limited control over meaning, as in their views authors struggle with a language system that is not only autonomous but also precludes the communication of intended ideas (as much as it allows for it). Yet the distinction between the real artist and the implied author betrays the desire to remind readers that rather than express the real self of the author, the text might convey an altogether fabricated point of view. The implied author thus embodies one of the performative qualities of authorship: the impulse to masquerade. Standing between the biographical writer and the narrator, this abstract agency becomes a ‘character’ behind which the writer may hide, always keeping in mind that the mask can both disguise and reveal. Booth’s critique of a supposedly naive approach to the unique, original and self-revealing attributes of authors was followed up by Barthes and Foucault, both of whom establish some of the principles that I borrow for my proposed concept of performing authorship, even if this concept is also a reaction to these early articulations.
Still, it is in the writings of Foucault and Barthes that we find some of the most persuasive (although not always explicit) articulations of the performative component of authorship, even though the poststructuralist tradition pointed rather to the waning of the author. But for now let us say that the idea of performing authorship can be partly enunciated in terms of Foucault’s approach to authorial processes: namely, the freeing of writing ‘from the necessity of “expression”’, the conception of writing as both something that refers only to itself and an activity ‘not restricted to the confines of interiority’.​[2]​ 
For Booth, Foucault and Barthes the ‘mask’ (the implied author) and the sometimes non-expressive or automatic nature of writing lead to disappearance (to the author’s ‘death’). The notion of écriture, explains Foucault, ‘should allow us not only to circumvent references to an author, but to situate his recent absence.’​[3]​ However, as Foucault aptly points out, the idea of disappearance all but reinforces the transcendental, sacred attributes of the author discredited by his contemporaries. The sense of the author’s disappearance also refers us back to the presupposition of a subject’s essence longing for expression, waiting to resurface. It is to avoid falling back onto archaic models that Foucault arrives at the concept of the ‘author function’, which provides him with a paradigm to ‘characterise the existence, circulation, and operation of certain discourses within a society’.​[4]​ In Janet Staiger’s rendition of Foucault’s theory we find four author-functions, which are useful because: “(1) pointing by name to a person creates a designation; (2) the designation permits categorising; (3) the categorising may produce status in our culture; and (4) the categorising infers meaning on the texts.”​[5]​ It follows that the author’s name assigns value to a given work. But the author attribute has to be culturally endorsed; what is more, authorship refers not to the mere act of writing, but to writing that is meant to be expressive, address an audience, and endure the passing of time. 
Foucault’s rupture with the romantic conception of a confiding author comes at the cost of reducing her to a sociocultural function; so, the sense of a speaking person is removed. The concept of performing authorship, on the contrary, emphasises the author’s presence, and her presence in the text, not outside of it – not, for example, as a categorising function. If like Barthes, Booth and Foucault I take into account the exterior and gestural dimensions of ‘authoring’ a work, unlike them I do not understand these elements as symptoms of the disappearance or absence of a real subject behind the author function: instead, I attribute these elements to the author’s performance. It is worth remembering that Barthes did not simply condemn the author to death, but replaced the self-expressing writer with the ‘scriptor’, an entity that does not precede the writing, existing instead in the here and now of the enunciation. 
So, where the exterior and gestural aspects of writing were seen as elements emptying the text of an authorial essence, I study the ways in which they are, instead, turned into traces of an authorial presence. Performing authorship is akin to Staiger’s understanding of authorship as technique of the self, which at once includes the performative component of authorship that I explore and restores agency to the author. This agency, however, is carefully limited to a set of structures, where ‘Individuals author by duplicating recipes and exercises of authorship,’​[6]​ and through a process that is in turn legitimised because ‘the discursive structure (our culture) in which the individual acts also believes in it.’​[7]​
Authorship as technique of the self draws from Butler’s discussion of the performative. Butler claims that ‘performativity is not a singular act, but a repetition and a ritual.’​[8]​ The understanding of agency as ‘reiterative or rearticulatory practice’​[9]​ evokes both the exterior and citational elements that the notion of performing authorship equally emphasises – repetition and imitation constitute the second quality of performance I listed earlier. Finally, performance has become a key concept in the discussion of identity as both fluid and imitative. Richard Schechner stresses this economy of repetition when he says that ‘restored behaviours’ or ‘twice-behaved behaviours’, which he extends from the realm of the performing arts to everyday life, are ‘performed actions that people train for and rehearse’.​[10]​ The very idea of everydayness, he states, lies precisely in ‘familiarity’, in ‘its being built from known bits of behaviour rearranged and shaped in order to suit specific circumstances’.​[11]​ Everydayness also stands in tension with the originality principle, with the sense of uniqueness so valued in conceptions of authorship.
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